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Abstract: In this paper, a method for recognizing online Farsi characters that are written separately has
been introduced. Regarding to the shape and the structure of the main body, Farsi letters have been divided
into 18 groups. First, hidden Markov model (HMM) technique has been exploited to recognize the main body.
In the next step, the final recognition in each group is performed according to delayed strokes (dots and
small signs) and their hidden Markov models. The proposed method has been tested on TMU dataset and the
recognition accuracy of 95.9% and 94.2% has been obtained for the recognition of the group and the
character, respectively.
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1. Introduction
According to the received information, handwriting recognition divided into offline and online [1]. Offline
recognition of Farsi handwriting has much research; however, little research has been done in recognition of
online handwriting [2]-[5]. In online recognition, coordinates of the pen movement, number of the pen
movements and pen pressure are available. Online recognition is met special attention because of more
convenience writing than typing, unable to type in some situations, lack of a full keyboard on small
computers, and hard typing in some languages due to their large number of letters. Usually, hidden Markov
model , dynamic programming and neural networks are employed for the recognition of Farsi characters and
numbers [6], [7]. In [8], online Farsi recognition has been performed with a fuzzy approach. Grouping and
recognition of Farsi characters are presented by [9] using the structural characteristics. In the paper, 24 new
online features are presented.
In this paper, the first step to recognize the Farsi letters is grouping using hidden Markov models of their
main bodies. Next, using the number and the position of the delayed strokes and their models (if needed)
result to the final recognition. We implemented the proposed method on TMU database [10].
In the second section, the letters are grouped according to the main body and the final recognition is
performed by helping the delayed strokes. In the third section, experimental results are expressed on more
than 4000 online Farsi characters. The fourth section concludes the paper.

2. Character Grouping and Recognition
Based on a variety of the Farsi letter writing, we formed 18 groups of the main body. The members of each
group have the same shape and characteristics. Members of these groups are shown in Table 1. At this stage,
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according to the same main body and having an adequate sample from each group, continuous hidden
Markov model was used. The number of states and mixtures were considered 16 and 4, respectively.
Table 1. Determined Groups for the Characters

Online features to extract the features of the main body are as follows [11]:
-Coordinates of normalized 'x';
-Coordinates of normalized 'y';
-θ, the angle between the straight line between two sequential sampled points and the x-axis;
-Δθ, difference of current angle θ with the previous one;
-Sin (θ), writing direction;
-Cos (θ), writing direction;
-Sin (Δθ), curvature;
-Cos (Δθ), curvature;
-Vx, speed along the x-axis;
-Vy, speed along the y-axis;
-Vicinity Aspect;
-Vicinity Slope;
-Euclidean distance of each sample to the line between the first and the last samples.
Single-member groups (groups 10 to 17) were recognized completely in this stage. Double-members
groups (groups 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18) with respect to the number of pen movements were recognized finally. For
example, if the input character is classified in group 6, if there is no delayed stroke (number of the pen
movement is 1), the letter is ""( "سSin") and if there is a delayed stroke (number of the pen movement is
more than 1), the letter ""( "شShin") is the ultimate recognition answer. The proposed algorithm is shown in
Fig. 1.
If the input character is classified in groups 2, 3 and 5, the hidden Markov model of the delayed strokes
(dots and signs) were exploited to complete the final recognition. At this stage, the continuous HMM is also
used. Due to the less complexity of the delayed stokes data, the number of states and mixtures were
considered 4 and 2, respectively. Online features to extract the characteristics of the delayed strokes are as
follows [11]:
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-Coordinates of normalized 'x';
-Coordinates of normalized 'y';
-θ, the angle between the straight line between two sequential sampled points and the x-axis;
-Δθ, difference of current angle θ with the previous one;
-Sin (θ), writing direction;
-Cos (θ), writing direction;
-Sin (Δθ), curvature;
-Cos (Δθ), curvature;
-Vx, speed along the x-axis;
-Vy, speed along the y-axis;
-Vicinity Aspect;
-Vicinity Slope;
-Normalized area of the delayed stroke;
-Ratio of the delayed stroke area to its main body area.
In final step, with respect to the number of the delayed strokes and their position (top, center and down),
the input character was recognized by assisting the HMM of the delayed strokes for the groups of 2, 3 and 5.
In group5, if the number of stroke is one, the recognized character is ""( "رRe"). If the number of strokes is
more, the character is recognized based on its delayed stroke model. Meanwhile, all characters are recognized
regarding their delayed stroke models and positions in group 2. In group 3, if the number of stroke is one, the
recognized character is ""( "حHe jimi"), otherwise the delayed stroke model determines the final recognition.

Fig. 1. The proposed method flowchart.

3. Experimental Result
If In this study, the TMU dataset was used with 4000 online Farsi handwritten letters that were written by
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120 writers [10]. In this collection, 117 samples of each letter are available. WACOM GRAPHIRE pen and pad
were used to collect data. 60 samples of each letter (51%) were considered as a training set and the other
samples (57 samples) as test set.
The results of the implementation of the proposed method for determining the samples belong to their
appropriate groups, according to the groups of Table 1, and the final character recognition are shown in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. As it can be see, the group recognition accuracy of 95.9% and final recognition
accuracy of 94.2% are achieved.
Table 2. Confusion Matrix of Group Classification (Total Accuracy = 95.9% (for Grouping))

Table 3. Confusion Matrix of Final Character Recognition (Total Accuracy = 94.2% (for Recognition))
(The names of Farsi characters were introduced in Table 1.)

Examples of errors to recognize the appropriate group of the main body is analyzed. In Fig. 2, examples of
""( "یYe") are shown that belong to the group 17, however have not been recognized properly. In this work,
these unusual manuscripts were ignored.
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Problem in recognizing the group 8 is a variety of writing style of these two letters by different people. In
the dataset, four different styles of writing have seen that given in Fig. 3. In this study, the form of Fig. 3(a)
was trained.

Fig. 2. Samples of ""( "یYe") letter that wrongly classified [4].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 3. Diversity of writng styles in ""( "طTaa") letter [4].

Fig. 4. This ""( "اAlef") is wrongly recognized
in group 4.

Some members of the group 1 are recognized incorrectly in group 4 due to a skewed writing of ""( "اAlef")
by the author (Fig. 4). An important cause of error in groups 3 and 9 recognition is more similarity of
members of these groups that increases mistakes in both groups recognition (Fig. 5). Several members of
group 5 have been classified incorrectly in groups 2 and 4. In group 8, because of taken into consideration
first pen stroke (main body), some members of these groups were mistakenly recognized in another group
(group 8 in 16 or vice versa, see Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. The similarity of the main body shapes in
groups 3 and 9.

Fig. 6. Some main bodies of group 8 wrongly
recognized in group 16 and vice versa.

Other types of errors occurred at the recognition of the delayed stroke [12]. In Fig. 7(a), single-dot of letter
""( "بBe") was recognized wrongly with triple-dots because writer was rotated the pen. In Fig. 7(b), due to
the large curvature in writing, double-dots has been detected triple-dots and made an error. In Fig. 7(c), the
pen has slipped while single-dot writing and wrongly recognized triple-dots. In comparison the proposed
method with previous methods, in spite of using the position of the delayed strokes (top, center and down),
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some delayed strokes HMMs were employed to enhance the recognition.

(a) Single-dot in ""( "بBe") letter

(b) Double-dots in ""( "تTe") letter

(c) Single-dot in ""( "زZe") letter
Fig. 7. Samples of wrong recognition in the dots.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents an efficient technique for grouping and recognition of Farsi characters. The algorithm
described the first movement of the pen (the main body of the letter) was used for grouping and the next
movements (the delayed strokes) for the final recognition. An initial result of the algorithm promises the
character recognition accuracy of 94.2%.
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